How we are keeping you safe this Winter...

To help protect all visitors to the estate, Dartington Trust continues to exceed official legal requirements with our measures to help stop the spread of infections of COVID-19 in our community.

Here are just a few of the measures we have in place to ensure you are kept safe during your visit to Dartington restaurants, accommodation and other businesses:

1. TESTING - All our staff are taking regular lateral flow tests
2. CLEANING – Our team are deep cleaning every day. In addition we are cleaning pub / cafe tables between customers and have an hourly cleaning rota for doors, handles etc.
3. MASKS – When you are moving around our venues, we ask kindly that you please wear a mask unless exempt.
4. SERVICE – Where possible, we will provide table service in our food outlets to minimise movement.
5. VENTILATION – We will be making sure our indoor spaces are well ventilated. Apologies if this makes the spaces a little chillier than usual!
6. ACCOMMODATION
   - All our rooms are deep cleaned and fumigated against Covid-19.
   - During your stay we will not be servicing rooms, however if you need additional towels, bin emptying or anything else just let us know.
   - Where possible we will be operating a one way system for moving around the buildings.

If you have Covid-19 symptoms or a positive test result, please do not come to the estate.

Dartington Trust reserves the right to refuse entry to its businesses and events in cases of repeated non-compliance and/or aggressive behaviour towards staff.

We thank you all for helping us to keep Dartington a safe place for all to visit!